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ABSTRACT

1

Increasing performance requirements in the embedded systems
domain have encouraged a drift from singlecore to multicore processors. Cars are an example for complex embedded systems in
which the use of multicores continues to grow. The requirements
of software components running in modern cars are diverse. On
the one hand there are safety-critical tasks like the airbag control,
on the other hand tasks which do not have any safety-related requirements at all, for example those controlling the infotainment
system. Trends like autonomous driving lead to tasks which are
simultaneously safety-critical and computationally complex. To
satisfy the requirements of modern embedded applications we developed a dataflow-based runtime environment (RTE) for clustered
manycore architectures. The RTE is able to execute dataflow graphs
in various redundancy configurations and with different schedulers.
We implemented our RTE design on the Kalray Bostan Massively
Parallel Processor Array and evaluated all possible configurations
for three common computation tasks. To classify the performance
of our RTE, we compared the non-redundant graph executions with
OpenCL versions of the three applications. The results show that
our RTE can come close or even surpass Kalray’s OpenCL framework, although maximum performance was not the primary goal
of our design.

The trend towards increasing performance requirements is no
longer limited to the domain of high performance computing, and
multicore processors are widely used in complex embedded systems today. Cars are an example for a complex embedded system
consisting of various electronic control units (ECUs) connected via
different kinds of buses. A major reason for the increasing use of
multicore processors in the automotive domain is to consolidate
different software components on one chip and thus reduce the number of ECUs. Tesla is a pioneer in this field. Back in 2012, the Model S
already utilized only 3–4 ECUs [23]. Since the de facto standard in
the automotive industry, AUTOSAR (AUTomotive Open System
ARchitecture), was originally designed for singlecore processors,
an extension of the software stack was required. First support for
multicore processors was added in version 4.0 of AUTOSAR. However, the AUTOSAR multicore extensions were only designed for a
simple hardware model in which cores access the main memory and
other peripherals over a shared bus [4]. To meet the requirements of
future automotive applications, there is great interest in extending
the existing multicore capabilities and adding support for additional
hardware architectures like clustered manycores [4, 12, 22].
The software components running on the ECUs of modern cars
are diverse and have different requirements. First, there are safetycritical tasks like the airbag control, anti-lock braking system, electronic stability control and emergency brake assist. While such
tasks are not computationally complex, they place high demands
on predictability and fault tolerance. The complete opposite would
be tasks controlling the car’s infotainment system which becomes
more performance demanding as technology evolves, but is not
safety-critical at all so that a best-effort approach is sufficient. In
between lies a broad spectrum of tasks with diverse performance
and safety requirements, for example active suspension or head
light control tasks.
With the continuous expansion of the assistance systems and
the goal of fully autonomous driving, safety-critical software components are becoming more and more complex. A common task in
this area is the execution of convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
for detecting pedestrians and objects like lane lines, street signs
and other vehicles from camera images [15, 19]. CNNs are directed
graphs consisting of different types of operation nodes, for example
convolution, Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) and pooling nodes. Multiand manycore processors are well-suited for the execution of CNNs
because of the parallelism within operation nodes and, depending
on the graph, the possibility to execute nodes concurrently.
In embedded systems with high safety requirements, the correctness of computed results is mandatory. The only way to ensure
the correctness of data is to introduce redundancy to the system.
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INTRODUCTION

Without redundant computation and storage, it is impossible to
verify whether data is correct or incorrect due to a fault, such as a
bitflip. Typically, data is computed two or three times. Higher levels
of redundancy are uncommon.
To satisfy the varying requirements of complex embedded applications, we developed a runtime environment (RTE) for clustered
manycore architectures based on a network-on-chip (NoC). With
modern computational tasks such as CNNs in mind, we based our
RTE design on directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) which are executed
in a dataflow fashion. Our approach targets systems with varying requirements regarding predictability and fault tolerance as
it is able to execute arbitrary DAGs with either offline or online
scheduling in different redundancy configurations. Changing the
redundancy configuration at runtime is also possible. Our execution
model follows a coarse-grain dataflow style, i.e. graph nodes refer
to potentially complex functions and data passed between them is
often a structure or collection of data elements.
The main contributions of this paper are:
• A coarse-grain dataflow execution model based on directed
acyclic graphs with support for redundant execution.
• An RTE design for clustered manycore architectures which
is able to execute graphs with either offline or online scheduling in different redundancy configurations.
• A comparison of our bare-metal RTE implementation on
the Kalray architecture with Kalray’s OpenCL framework
regarding their performance on three computing tasks.
• An evaluation of the different redundancy configurations
our RTE supports.
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network adapter itself successively transmits all bytes. In addition
to the compute tiles, the NoCs are also connected to multiple I/O
subsystems. In our bare-metal RTE implementation on the Kalray
architecture, we use one of the I/O subsystems as the driver tile.
I/O subsystems are special tiles with access to an external DDR3
memory and an ethernet controller. In contrast to compute tiles, I/O
subsystems have fewer cores but a wider NoC interface for faster
concurrent transfers between the DDR memory and TLMs.
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Figure 1: Abstract clustered hardware architecture
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COARSE-GRAIN DATAFLOW MODEL

Our RTE executes programs modeled as directed acyclic graphs
(DAGs). Whenever we use the term “graph” or “dataflow graph”,
we imply that these graphs are DAGs. In our dataflow model, DAGs
are bipartite and consist of actor nodes and data nodes. Actor nodes
(for more conciseness we will refer to them as actors) contain information about how data is processed, while data nodes are used to
model memory requirements. Since our dataflow model is coarsegrain, data nodes usually refer to data collections or structures
rather than single values, and actors represent potentially complex
functions applied to the data. To match the behavior of functions,
actor nodes have exactly one successor. Moreover, it is important
that actors only refer to pure functions, i.e. functions which do not
change the global state, and do not allocate heap memory. Therefore, all memory requirements (besides runtime stack memory)
appear in the dataflow graph as data nodes, and the RTE is able
to determine whether there is enough memory available on a tile
before an actor is executed. This is one of the reasons for the explicit representation of data in our model. The second reason is that
explicit data nodes are useful in identifying data across different
TLMs. In shared-memory systems, data can be easily addressed by
its memory address. However, in a clustered architecture where
each tile has its own address space and the same data may be present
in multiple memories, a different way to identify data is required.
In our RTE, data node IDs are used for this purpose.
Graphs are supposed to be executed multiple times or repeatedly.
To support repeated executions, graphs consist of different types of
data nodes, in particular input, output, constant, and inner nodes.
Input nodes do not have incoming edges and thus their data has
to be specified for each graph execution. Data in constant nodes,
on the other hand, cannot be replaced and thus stays the same
in all dataflow executions. Data inside inner and output nodes is
computed during graph execution. Both types of nodes can have

HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW

An overview of the hardware architecture we consider is shown in
Fig. 1. The central component is a network-on-chip (NoC) which
connects an arbitrary number of tiles. Our general RTE design is
not limited to a particular NoC topology. The only requirement is
that the hardware can exchange data freely between tiles. Each tile
consists of a network adapter, a small tile-local memory (TLM) and
multiple cores. For our design, tiles do not need to be homogeneous,
i.e. they may contain differently sized TLMs and a varying number
of cores. Each tiles has its own address space and cores can only
access the respective TLM directly. If data from another TLM is
required, a transfer between the two TLMs must be initiated. We
assume that the hardware provides mechanisms to exchange small
messages on the one hand and transfer large portions of data efficiently on the other. Our RTE further requires that there is one
tile with direct access to a larger off-chip memory. To differentiate
between this special tile and the remaining tiles, we call it the driver
tile and all other tiles compute tiles.
The described hardware model was chosen to resemble a commercially available platform, the Kalray Massively Parallel Processor Array (both the first generation Andey [9] and the second
generation Bostan [17]). The Kalray processor consists of 16 compute tiles. Each of these tiles contains a 2 MB TLM and 16 freely
programmable cores running at a frequency between 400 MHz and
800 Mhz. Compute tiles are connected by two NoCs, a control NoC
for messages, and a data NoC for larger chunks of data. The latter supports direct memory access (DMA) transfers, in which the
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Figure 3: Changing the redundancy of an actor

all graphs are permanently available in the main memory. Instead,
graphs can be loaded from an external source in a graph description
format. Once a graph 𝑔 has been imported, the RTE computes a set
of schedules in such a manner that the graph can be executed in
different redundancy configurations. As soon as each input node
of 𝑔 has been prepared, the graph execution is started. When the
execution is finished, result data is extracted from the output nodes.
All steps besides the actual graph execution involve only the driver
tile. Algorithm 1 only shows one possible sequence. Since the RTE
only provides a set of routines and the main procedure is userdefined, it is also possible to import multiple graphs and execute
them alternately. Furthermore, result data of a graph execution can
either be processed outside the RTE or used as the input of another
graph execution (either of the same or a different graph).
A graph execution cannot be started while another graph is executed. Simultaneous graph execution is only possible by specifying
a DAG consisting of multiple unconnected smaller DAGs. However,
there is no guarantee that the DAGs are actually executed simultaneously. Should each DAG offer enough parallelism to utilize all
tiles, the RTE might execute them sequentially.

Figure 2: Example dataflow graph

incoming and outgoing edges. The reason for this distinction is that
the data inside of output nodes is kept in memory so that it is still
available when the graph execution is finished, while the content
of an inner node is removed when the data is no longer required.
An example graph with the different types of nodes is shown in
Fig. 2. Circles represent data nodes, while actor nodes are drawn as
white boxes. This graph is actually a DAG representing one of the
benchmark applications we used to determine the performance of
our RTE (see Section 6), more specifically the fast Fourier transform
(FFT) application. It should be noted that we did not use this exact
graph in our experiments since in this graph the input data is
divided into only four parts which is not enough to utilize the
sixteen compute clusters of the evaluation hardware.
Our execution model supports redundancy through actor duplication. Actors can be executed up to three times, and results
are verified by special comparison actors. It is not necessary to
manually specify redundancy in a graph. The RTE automatically
constructs redundant actors, comparison actors, and the required
additional data nodes. It is also possible to change the redundancy
of graphs between two graph executions. In this case, the RTE rearranges the structure of the graph as it adds or removes redundant
nodes for each actor as shown in Fig. 3.

4

4.1

As mentioned above, the RTE needs to import DAGs in a graph
description format from an external source. The overall RTE design
does not depend on a specific format. In our RTE implementation
on the Kalray Massively Parallel Processor Array (MPPA), we use
an extended DOT graph description format [10]. The extensions we
introduced are limited to additional node and edge attributes which
allow the RTE to distinguish between different kinds of nodes,
determine memory requirements, and ensure the correct order of
actor inputs. Functions applied by the actors are not imported along
with the graph, but come with the binary. Therefore, RTE users
either have to include the functions for all graphs in the binary or
switch between different binaries at runtime.
The place graphs are imported from depends on the operation
area. In our evaluation setting, the Kalray MPPA is embedded in
a host system and thus the RTE imports graph from files in the
host filesystem. If the Kalray MPPA is not embedded into a host
system but is instead used standalone, there are other potential ways
to import graphs. One possibility would be through the MPPA’s
ethernet interface. Further, it would be possible to include the graph
description in the application binary. However, since the binary
is loaded into the I/O subsystem’s TLM, this works only for small
graphs.

RTE DESIGN

This sections describes the design of our RTE in a top-down fashion,
beginning with the main procedure. The general steps to execute
a graph are shown in Algorithm 1. Our RTE does not require that
Algorithm 1: Steps to execute a graph
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Graph Import

𝑔 ← load DAG;
compute schedules for 𝑔;
do once, multiple times or repeatedly
assign data to 𝑔’s input nodes;
execute 𝑔;
extract data from 𝑔’s output nodes;
end
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4.2 Scheduling

Algorithm 2: Modified HEFT scheduling heuristic

Because our execution model is based on the dataflow principle,
actor executions are data-driven. However, the RTE has to decide
which actor is executed on which tile and in which order the actors
are executed. There are two kinds of approaches to schedule graphs
depending on the time the scheduling takes place. The actor mapping and order can be either determined before (offline) or during
(online) graph execution.
In order to support a broader variety of configurations and to
explore the two different techniques, we examined one scheduling
procedure for each approach. Because our dataflow model does
not restrict the shape of graphs, computing an optimal schedule
offline is NP-hard [21]. However, there are many DAG scheduling
heuristics that cover a variety of hardware architectures and usage scenarios. The scheduling heuristic we think is most suitable
for our dataflow approach is Heterogeneous Earliest Finish Time
(HEFT) [20] due to its versatility and efficiency [7]. HEFT belongs to
the category of list scheduling heuristics, which compute a schedule
in two steps. The actors are first placed in a list whose order depends on the respective scheduling heuristic. HEFT uses a property
called upward rank for this. Then, the scheduler iterates over the
list and chooses a processing element for each actor based on a set
of rules which are specific to the respective scheduler. In case of
HEFT, the scheduler aims at minimizing the earliest finish time (EFT)
for each actor. Due to the special driver tile, we had to extend the
standard HEFT heuristic slightly. The exact modification is shown
in Algorithm 2. Additional lines (compared to standard HEFT) are
highlighted. Inside the main loop, a conditional expression checks
whether the currently considered actor node has too many inputs
or processes too much data due to compute tile memory restrictions.
If at least one of the two conditions is true, the actor is mapped to
the driver tile. Although the actor assignment does not depend on
the earliest finish time (EFT) in this case, it must still be computed
since the EFT of an actor depends on the EFT of its predecessors. It
is easy to see that, despite of the modifications, the heuristic still
produces valid schedules because the scheduling list is created and
used like in standard HEFT.
The online scheduling technique we implemented in our RTE
is based on work stealing. In this approach, each tile has its own
double-ended queue. A queue contains all actors that are expected
to be executed on the respective tile. If a queue is not empty, the
tile extracts an actor at the front, executes it and inserts actors
that became ready also at the front. Otherwise, the tile steals an
actor from the back of the queue of another tile. There are multiple possible ways to determine from which other tile the actor
is stolen. A very common approach and the one we took for our
implementation is to choose the tile randomly [5]. At the beginning
of a graph execution all actors that are ready to be executed are
inserted to random queues. As with the HEFT heuristic, the work
stealing procedure has to be modified so that all actors which have
too many inputs or process too much data are placed in the driver
tile’s queue. Furthermore, compute tiles must not steal from the
driver tile (and vice versa) and, whenever the driver tile executed an
actor, subsequent actors should be inserted into compute tile queues
whenever possible. In such cases, our implementation chooses the
compute tile queues randomly. It should be noted that, since TLMs

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

function HEFT_WITH_DRIVER(𝑔 : 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ )
compute mean values for all node and edge weights in 𝑔;
compute the upward rank for all nodes in 𝑔;
create a sorted list of nodes by nonincreasing order of upward
ranks;
while the scheduling list is not empty do
let 𝑛 be the first node in the list;
remove 𝑛 from the list;
if 𝑛 has too many inputs or 𝑛 processes too much data then
compute the EFT of 𝑛 on the driver tile;
assign 𝑛 to the driver tile;
else
for each compute tile 𝑡 do
compute the EFT of 𝑛 on tile 𝑡 ;
end
assign 𝑛 to the tile with the lowest EFT;
end
end
end

are small and graphs are therefore only present in the off-chip
memory, the tiles cannot maintain queues themselves. Instead, the
driver manages all queues and executes the stealing procedure for
all tiles.

4.3

Memory Management

Since all graphs and schedules are too large for TLMs, and therefore
stored in the off-chip memory, the driver tile is responsible for the
overall graph execution. For each compute tile, it maintains an
array of data nodes which are present in the tile’s local memory.
To simplify the communication between the driver and compute
tiles, the RTE uses a statically allocated amount of memory on the
compute tiles to store data nodes. When the RTE is started, each
compute tiles sends the address of this portion of memory to the
driver tile. Furthermore, the data node memory is statically divided
into fixed-size slots. This allows the driver to initiate data transfers
to (or from) any slot without a complex communication protocol.
Although a more complex dynamic memory management would
allow the RTE to use the TLMs more efficiently, this would either
require more messages or more computation on the driver (if the
driver runs the allocation routine for all tiles in order to reduce the
number of messages). In our RTE implementation on the Kalray
Bostan MPPA, 1.25 MiB is reserved for data nodes. It is divided into
8 slots so that each slot is 160 KiB in size. The remaining 750 KiB
contain the RTE code, functions for actor executions, and runtime
stacks for the 16 cores on the tile. Since the off-chip memory has to
be able to store larger portions of data, a simple static allocation
similar to the TLMs is not feasible, and thus the driver tile uses a
dynamic memory allocator to manage the off-chip memory.

4.4

Graph Execution, Driver Part

The driver has to fulfill different roles during graph execution. First,
since only the driver has access to the graphs and offline schedules,
it is the only tile that is able to determine whether an actor is ready,
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i.e. all preceding actors are finished. However, before an actor can
be sent to a compute tile, the driver has to ensure that the required
data nodes are in the corresponding TLM. If this is not the case,
the driver must either transfer the data node itself or tell the tile
in which TLM the data is availabe so that the tile can start a data
transfer between its own and the remote TLM. Besides transferring
data and actors to compute tiles, the driver is responsible for the
execution of actors that require large amounts of memory. It is
possible that the driver has to transfer data from TLMs into the offchip memory first. Lastly, the driver periodically checks whether a
network event happened, i.e. whether a data transfer is finished or
there is a message in its message queue. In both cases, the driver
reacts by updating its information about the respective TLM.

4.5
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Figure 4: Actor applying 𝑓 (𝑥) = 2𝑥 with three cores

on the Kalray platform optimizes the execution of these special
actors as it only sets the respective pointers accordingly whenever
possible instead of actually copying the data. A third special actor
type is used to reorder the elements in a large data node. We use
this actor in our benchmarks to prepare input data before splitting
it into smaller chunks. In Fig. 2, a graph from our FFT benchmark,
the topmost actor is such an actor. The actor has two inputs, an
input node and a constant node. The purpose of the latter is to
specify how the data elements are reordered.

Graph Execution, Compute Tile Part

5 REDUNDANCY
The previous sections described only standard graph executions, but
our RTE also supports redundancy by duplicating actors. Graphs
can be executed in five different configurations in total:
(1) Non-redundant execution
(2) Two redundant actor executions on the same tile
(3) Three redundant actor executions on the same tile
(4) Two redundant actor executions on different tiles
(5) Three redundant actor executions on different tiles
Our RTE is able to execute graphs in all five configurations with
either offline schedules or work stealing. Both the HEFT scheduling heuristic and work stealing mechanism have to be extended
in order to support all five configurations. The reason for this is
configuration 4 and 5, i.e. redundancy across different tiles. In both
configurations, the number of actors in the graphs differs from the
non-redundant case and thus each one requires its own schedule.
Redundant actor execution on the same tile does not require a modification in the scheduling process since the combination of two or
three consecutive redundant executions and a comparison can be
considered as one execution in the scheduling process. Therefore,
non-redundant schedules and ordinary work stealing can be used.

Actor Execution

Since each tile (including the driver tile) contains multiple cores
which are able to access the whole tile-local memory or, in case of
the driver tile, the off-chip memory, actor functions should contain
enough parallelism to utilize all cores on a tile. Parallelism should
be specified in an abstract way, i.e. the RTE user should only define
which parts of the function can be executed in parallel and not on
which exact cores they are executed. Currently, our RTE implementation on the Kalray MPPA provides a parallel loop function which
is similar to the parallel for-loop from OpenMP for this purpose.
Fig. 4 shows an example. The actor applies a function 𝑓 which
doubles its input to all integers in the data node and the parallel
loop function distributes loop iterations as evenly as possible across
the three cores. This is of course a rather small example, and real
hardware will likely provide more than three cores per tile. In case
of the Kalray MPPA, there are 16 cores per compute tile.

4.7

𝑓

8

Core 1

The compute tile part of a graph execution is less complex than
the driver part. Compute tiles do not act by themselves, but wait
for messages from the driver tile. There are four different kinds of
messages. A data node message tells the compute tile to update its
data node array in which node properties like the data size and node
ID are stored. The message also contains the information whether
the actual data was already transferred by the driver or has to be
fetched from another TLM. Other possible instructions from the
driver are to clear a memory slot by removing the corresponding
entry in the data node array or to clear the whole data node memory.
The last kind of message is an actor message. When a compute tile
receives a message of this type, the tile stores the result node’s
meta information in the node metadata array, executes the actor
and sends a notification message to the driver.

4.6

12

5.1

Scheduling with Redundant Actors

We first want to focus on offline scheduling with the HEFT algorithm. As described above, the extension only has to consider
redundancy across different tiles. Algorithm 3 shows the general
procedure of our extended HEFT scheduling implementation for
three redundant actor executions. Differences to standard HEFT
are highlighted. The extended variant basically schedules redundant actors consecutively (line 9) and assigns them to different tiles
(line 11). Comparison actors are not considered at all in the scheduling process since these actors are treated specially in our RTE
(see Section 5.2). To compute a schedule with only two redundant

Additional Remarks

To support a broader range of applications efficiently, our RTE
provides three special types of actors (besides comparison actors)
which are always executed on the driver. There is a special actor to
extract a continuous part of data from a node. Actors of this type
can be used to split a larger data node into smaller ones which fit
into the memory slots on compute tiles. Similarly, there is another
type of actor to collect multiple data nodes and store the data
continuously to create a larger data node. Our RTE implementation
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5.2

Algorithm 3: HEFT Scheduling with Redundancy
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Redundant Graph Execution

Graph executions with redundant actor executions on the same
tile only differ slightly from non-redundant executions. Compute
tiles receive an actor from the driver, execute it either two or three
times, and compare the results. In case all results differ, the tile
can re-execute the actor on its own without contacting the driver.
However, there is one minor caveat the driver tile must observe.
Before sending an actor to a compute tile, the driver must ensure
that there are enough free slots in the TLM to store the results of
all redundant actor executions.
Redundant actor executions on different tiles, on the other hand,
mainly affect the driver since it executes all comparison actors and
may initiate actor re-executions in this configuration. As described
in the previous section, pre-computed schedules do not contain
comparison actors. Similarly, comparison actors are ignored in
the work stealing process. Instead, whenever redundant actors are
finished, the driver immediately executes the comparison actor.
In order to reduce the amount of data transferred over the NoC
and to reduce the amount of computation on the driver, compute
tiles do not send back all the computed data. Instead, they send a
checksum of the data along with the notification message about a
finished actor. Thus, the driver tile only has to compare two or three
checksums and, depending on the result, tell the compute tiles to
re-compute the data or that the data is correct. An important aspect
of our RTE is that the redundancy mechanism is not speculative.
The driver only sends an actor to a tile after the data from preceding
actors was verified. This ensures that the rollback after a fault is
fast since only one actor has to be re-executed.
It should also be noted that our redundancy mechanism currently
focuses mainly on transient faults, i.e. faults that do not occur repeatedly. A faulty core which consistently produces wrong results
will cause the system to re-execute actors without progress. The
only exception is the fifth configuration, i.e. three redundant executions on different tiles. This configuration can handle one faulty
tile since for each wrong result two correct results are available
and the incorrect data is discarded.

function HEFT_REDUNDANT(𝑔 : 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ )
compute mean values for all node and edge weights in 𝑔;
compute the upward rank for all nodes in 𝑔;
create a sorted list of nodes by nonincreasing order of upward
ranks ignoring all redundant and comparison nodes;
while the scheduling list is not empty do
let 𝑛 be the first node in the list;
remove 𝑛 from the list;
let 𝑛′ and 𝑛′′ be the redundant nodes of 𝑛;
for 𝑥 in {𝑛, 𝑛′, 𝑛′′ } do
for each compute tile 𝑡 do
if 𝑛, 𝑛′ or 𝑛′′ is assigned to 𝑡 then
proceed with next tile;
end
compute the EFT of 𝑥 on tile 𝑡 ;
end
assign 𝑥 to the tile with the lowest EFT;
end
end
end

actor executions, removing 𝑛 ′′ from the set in line 9 is sufficient.
It should also be noted that Algorithm 3 omits actor executions
on the driver tile. Our actual implementation for the Kalray architecture is a combination of Algorithm 2 and 3. Furthermore, our
RTE currently does not support redundant actor execution on the
driver. Our hardware model currently contains only one driver tile,
and this tile would have to execute all redundant actors which is a
potential bottleneck for the whole graph execution.
Similar to the HEFT scheduling heuristic, work stealing has
to be slightly extended to support redundant actor executions on
different tiles. Both the insertion and stealing have to be modified.
By default, whenever a tile finishes an actor execution, all actors
which became ready are inserted into the tile’s queue. For redundant
actor executions, this would likely lead to redundant actors being
executed on the same tile. We extended the insertion routine so
that the first actor is inserted as usual and the second and possibly
third actor is inserted into a different queue. To choose suitable tiles,
the insertion routine iterates over all data nodes processed by the
actor, and creates a list of those tiles which have computed at least
one of these nodes. The second and third actor are then assigned
to those tiles from this list whose queues have the least amount
of elements. Whenever there are multiple possible candidates, the
routine chooses a random tile. Similarly, it chooses a random tile
out of all available tiles in case the list is empty. As mentioned
above, the stealing routine must also be altered. To ensure that a
tile does not execute duplicate actors, the extended stealing routine
must check whether the tile has not already executed a redundant
actor and that no redundant actor is currently in its queue. Since
the stealing routine only checks the back element of a queue, there
is a chance that the described routine does not find an actor for
stealing even though at least one of the queues contains a suitable
actor. However, in contrast to standard work stealing, tiles do not
only receive work by stealing, but also through the scheduling of
redundant actors where queues with fewer elements are prioritized.

6 EVALUATION
As described in Section 2, the introduced hardware model was
chosen so that we could implement our RTE design on the Kalray
platform. Nonetheless, evaluating the performance of our dataflow
RTE is rather difficult. To the best of our knowledge, there are only
three frameworks for the Kalray MPPA which are similar to our
RTE in the sense that they handle transfers between tiles automatically. These three frameworks are Kalray’s implementation of the
ΣC dataflow language [8], the UpScale SDK originating from the
P-SOCRATES project [16], and Kalray’s OpenCL implementation.
Even though the dataflow concepts of ΣC are similar to our approach, the framework only supports the first generation of the
Kalray MPPA and is not available for our second generation Kalray
Bostan development board. The Upscale SDK, on the other hand,
is available for the Kalray Bostan MPPA. Furthermore, it has some
similarities to our approach since it is based on graphs and offline
scheduling. However, the project seems to be no longer actively
maintained and not compatible with newer versions of Kalray’s
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Figure 5: Execution times of dataflow and OpenCL programs

for the OpenCL applications, we arranged the data in a way that
is advantageous for Kalray’s OpenCL paging mechanism. For the
OpenCL matrix multiplication benchmark, we enlarged the matrices
slightly (e.g. from 2000 × 2000 to 2048 × 2048) and transposed the
second matrix so that memory pages contain full rows or columns.
The comparison between the matrix multiplication benchmarks is
actually not completely fair since the OpenCL version uses the host
system for the preparation of input matrices, while the dataflow
benchmark prepares the input on the MPPA. In our experiments,
the paging mechanism did not handle the matrix transposition
very well, and we do not want to compare the dataflow matrix
multiplication with a rather slow OpenCL matrix transposition.
When an application binary is transferred to the Kalray MPPA
via the JTAG loader, it is possible to specify the clock frequency at
which the program is executed through a command line option. It
is often stated (for example in [17]) that the Kalray Bostan MPPA
usually operates between 400 MHz and 800 MHz. However, the
development board we used in the evaluation was not able to execute binaries at frequencies above 550 MHz, and thus we ran our
RTE usually at 500 MHz. The Kalray manual does not explicitly
state at which frequency OpenCL programs are executed (only
that the maximum OpenCL frequency is 600 MHz). We assume
that OpenCl programs are executed at the default frequency, i.e.
400 MHz. Therefore, we also executed the three dataflow benchmarks in the reference configuration at 400 MHz.

software development kit. Thus, we chose Kalray’s OpenCL implementation as a reference for the performance of our RTE, although it
differs the most from our approach and has a different focus. While
Kalray’s OpenCL framework targets high-performance computing,
our RTE focuses on the execution of applications with different
levels of redundancy.

6.1

Benchmarks and Evaluation Preliminary

Another difficulty in the evaluation is that there is, again to the
best of our knowledge, no commonly used benchmark suite for the
Kalray Bostan MPPA. OpenCL benchmarks usually target GPUs
instead of NoC-based architectures like the Kalray MPPA. Therefore,
we implemented three benchmark applications based on algorithms
which are commonly used in the embedded systems domain as
both dataflow graphs and Kalray OpenCL programs. The three
algorithms are integer matrix multiplication, fast Fourier transform
(FFT) and bitonic sort. There are multiple reasons why we chose
these exact algorithms. First, each algorithm focuses on a different
kind of instruction (integer arithmetic, floating point arithmetic
and load/store instructions). Second, the three algorithms differ in
their computational complexity. And third, for better comparability
between the frameworks and configurations, all three algorithms
provide enough parallelism to utilize all cores of the MPPA.
In favor of an easier implementation, we made some restrictions
regarding the inputs of our benchmark applications. The matrix
multiplication benchmark requires two square integer matrices, the
FFT benchmarks an input vector of 2𝑛 double-precision floating
point complex numbers, and the bitonic sort benchmark an input
vector of 2𝑛 integers. Furthermore, to achieve the best performance,
we specified the dataflow graphs for our RTE so that the size of each
data node is as close to the size of memory slots as possible. Similarly,

6.2

Graph Executions with Offline Schedules

Non-redundant graph executions with pre-computed schedules
represent the baseline for all further evaluation results. Each benchmark was executed ten times for each input size, and the curves
show the respective average values. We did not include variances
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Figure 6: Execution times of redundant dataflow executions normalized to non-redundant executions

reduction in the execution time by roughly 17% for the matrix
multiplication, 13% for FFT and 15% for bitonic sort. The matrix
multiplication benchmark benefits the most from an increased frequency since it is the most
 expensive algorithm out of the three
with a complexity in 𝑂 𝑛 3 . This higher overall complexity affects
mainly individual actors instead of leading to overly large graphs.
Thus, in comparison to the other algorithms the influence of actual
computation on the overall execution time is higher.

in the figure since execution times usually did not vary by a large
amount, both for our RTE and Kalray’s OpenCL framework. In the
vast majority of experiments, the difference between the shortest
and longest execution time we measured was below 5%. Execution
times are shown in Fig. 5. The OpenCL benchmarks outperforms
our dataflow RTE consistently in the FFT benchmark, for small
matrices in the matrix multiplication benchmark, and for large
input vectors in the bitonic sort benchmarks. There are multiple
reasons for these performance differences, often related to our redundancy mechanism. One reason is that data in our execution
model is immutable, and actors always create new data. This is an
essential aspect of our redundancy mechanism and allows the RTE
to re-execute actors in case of a faulty execution. The OpenCL FFT
and bitonic sort benchmark applications, however, work in-place.
Bitonic sort, for example, benefits from an in-place execution as it
compares pairs of elements and only needs to swap them when they
are in the wrong order. A second reason is that, in favor of easier
rollbacks, dataflow actors in our model are limited to one output.
This reduces the performance of the dataflow FFT benchmark since
some computation is repeated in order to compute the left and right
elements in the butterfly pattern. Another factor lies in the use of
fixed schedules. Our HEFT implementation estimates execution
times and data transfer times according to user-defined hints and
the amount of processed or transferred data. Especially transfer
times are difficult to predict accurately because the exact timing of
transfers at runtime can vary, and it is thus difficult to determine
offline which transfers will occur in parallel. Section 6.3 shows
that using work stealing can lead to increased performance. In our
opinion the performance drawbacks are not drastic and outweighed
by the redundancy mechanisms our RTE offers.
When comparing the curves for the two different frequencies,
it is noticeable that increasing the frequency by 25% leads to a

6.3

Graph Executions with Online Scheduling

As described in previous sections, our RTE also supports graph
executions with work stealing. To compare the performance of the
two approaches, all three benchmark applications were additionally
executed in online scheduling mode at a clock frequency of 500 MHz.
Results are shown in Fig. 5. For matrix multiplication and bitonic
sort, the execution times are lower when the RTE operates in online
scheduling mode. In case of bitonic sort, the performance of our RTE
is now much closer to the OpenCL benchmark. The FFT algorithm,
however, shows that there are cases where a statically computed
schedule leads to a better performance. Work stealing does not
consider data dependencies and transfers which can have a large
impact on the graph execution time, especially when actors are quite
short like in the FFT benchmark. Furthermore, the number of stolen
actors can also have an influence on the performance because it is
very likely that additional data transfers are required when an actor
is stolen from a random tile. Table 1 shows how many actors are
stolen on average for the three benchmark applications with various
input sizes. The table also puts them in relation with the respective
total number of actors in the graph (excluding the redundant actors
created by the RTE). It is noticeable that the percentage of stolen
actors decreases for larger (wider and deeper) graphs. For the matrix
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Input Size

Actors in Total

Average Stolen

Percent

MatMul

10002
20002
30002
40002
50002
60002

178
1203
3828
8803
16878
28803

10.4
31.9
48.8
65.5
82.7
91.6

5.8%
2.7%
1.3%
0.7%
0.5%
0.3%

FFT

220
221
222
223
224

1154
2562
5634
12290
26626

331.8
459.0
674.2
1050.1
1382.5

28.8%
17.9%
12.0%
8.5%
5.2%

Bitonic

Table 1: Number of stolen actors for the three benchmarks

222
223
224
225
226

4737
11777
28673
68609
161793

1339.5
1812.3
2317.6
2987.7
4166.8

28.3%
15.4%
8.1%
4.4%
2.6%

time comes from data transfers because execution times are very
low compared to standard graph executions. FFT is an extreme case
where redundant execution increases the execution time only by
15% at most when offline schedules are used. Because almost all
transfers involve the I/O subsystem, it is likely that the preparation
of data and transfers on the I/O cores is a bottleneck. Another possibility is that the I/O subsystem’s NoC interface or the connection to
the DDR memory limits the performance. It seems that transfers do
not only have a large influence on the execution times in our RTE,
but also in OpenCL since otherwise the performance difference
between the two frameworks would be higher. In case of FFT with
online scheduling, the situation is even more extreme as redundant
executions take less time than non-redundant executions for larger
input sizes. In analogy to the results from the previous section,
this hints that the work stealing routine performs poorly for actors
with a short execution time because redundant actors are executed
consecutively.

7
multiplication benchmark, the relative number is the lowest, with
only 0.3% of all actors being stolen for the largest graph, while for
the FFT benchmark it is highest, at 5.2% for the largest graph.

6.4

Redundant Execution on Different Tiles

Execution times for redundant graph executions on different tiles
are shown in Fig. 6. All benchmarks were run at 500 MHz, and
we normalized the measurements to the respective non-redundant
execution. As described in Section 5.1, due to fact that actors on
the driver are not executed redundantly, the execution times can
be lower than twice or three times the baseline execution time.
This can be observed for the matrix multiplication (and FFT with
offline schedules for small input sizes) since the driver tile rearranges the data in this benchmark in order to be able to transfer
contiguous portions of memory via DMAs. For larger input matrices, the normalized execution times are increasing. The reason for
this is that the actions performed by compute tiles have a higher
time complexity on the large scale and thus the influence of driver
actor executions is less significant for larger inputs. Multiplying
two matrices has a cubic time complexity, while rearranging the
data has a linear time complexity. Bitonic sort does not require any
memory rearrangement, and thus it is not surprising that executing
the graph redundantly takes about twice (or three times for triple
execution) the baseline execution time. For FFT with online scheduling, execution times are excessively long, most likely because
the work stealing routine performs poorly for actors with short
execution times as it does not try minimize the number of transfers.

6.5

RELATED WORK

Graph-based program representations and concepts similar to our
approach are used in a variety of frameworks, for example in
dataflow system like the Delaware Adaptive Run-Time System
(DARTS) [18], the Concurrent Collections (CnC) language family [6], and ΣC for the Kalray MPPA [8, 13]. Big data and machine
learning frameworks like Apache Spark [25], Apache Flink which
originated from the Stratosphere project [2] or TensorFlow [1]
are based on similar concepts. There is also literature about faulttolerant dataflow systems, for example [24], [3] and [14]. Although
it is conceptually similar to our approach and targets a very similar hardware architecture, the redundancy mechanism described
in [24] is more of a hardware redundancy approach since it relies on special hardware units on the chip. The methods from [3]
and [14] on the other hand mainly target large high-performance
architectures, i.e. workstations or server clusters. However, since
the redundancy mechanisms are software based and similar to our
approach, we briefly highlight them in the following.
The authors of [3] describe a software-based approach for faulttolerant dataflow called Dataflow Error Recovery (DFER). Like in
many dataflow fault tolerance approaches, redundancy is established by adding redundant nodes to the dataflow graph. Additional
commit nodes are responsible for comparing the results of redundant executions. If the system detects that a computation produced
wrong results, the respective graph node has to be re-executed. The
execution of nodes in DFER is speculative, i.e. subsequent nodes are
executed with possibly uncommitted values. In case of a fault, this
can lead to a domino effect that makes the recovery more difficult.
Since the latency caused by this domino effect might be undesirable
in some areas, DFER provides the possibility to insert additional
edges between a commit node and all nodes that process the corresponding data. These additional dependencies cause subsequent
nodes to wait until the required data has been compared.
In [14], two different fault tolerance approaches for the Kernel
for Adaptive, Asynchronous Parallel Interface (KAAPI) [11] are proposed. Dataflow graphs in KAAPI are not static, but instead built
dynamically during their execution. Consequently, KAAPI uses online scheduling in form of work stealing. One of the fault tolerance

Redundant Execution on the Same Tile

Redundant actor execution on the tile is beneficial for the overall
execution time since the number of transfers is lower compared
to redundancy across different tiles. However, in comparison to
the non-redundant execution, the number of transfers might be
higher in some cases. The reason for this is that a redundant actor
execution on a tile requires multiple memory slots for the results,
and hence more data node displacements are required. The results
shown in Fig. 6 reveal that a significant portion of the execution
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techniques described in [14] is Systematic Event Logging (SEL). The
idea behind SEL is to log all modifications of the dataflow graph during runtime, i.e. all additions and deletions of graph nodes. When a
processor fails, the log is used to rebuild the associated subgraph
from the checkpoint file. Since checkpoints are created on each
graph modification, this approach allows the system to re-execute
single dataflow tasks.
The other fault tolerance technique described in [14] is TheftInduced Checkpointing (TIC). In TIC, checkpoints are created periodically and when a task is stolen. The latter are called forced
checkpoints. Only the (possibly virtual) processor from which a
task was stolen creates such a checkpoint. Normal checkpoints, on
the other hand, are created by all processors periodically. Recovery
in TIC is similar to SEL, but since not every graph modification is
logged there may be more task re-execution required than in SEL.

[7]
[8]

[9]

[10]
[11]

[12]

8 CONCLUSION
This paper presented a dataflow model and matching RTE for NoCbased manycore architectures. The RTE executes applications in
form of DAGs either following pre-computed schedules or with
work stealing. Regardless of the scheduling method, the graphs can
be executed in five different configurations with varying degrees
of redundancy. Changing the redundancy configuration between
graph executions is also possible. We implemented our RTE design
on the Kalray Bostan MPPA and evaluated all supported redundancy configurations and scheduling methods for three common
computing tasks. Since there is, to the best of our knowledge, no
other framework for the Kalray MPPA following a similar approach
and providing a similar degree of flexibility with regards to redundancy, we compared the performance of our RTE to Kalray’s
OpenCL framework despite of the differences. The experiments
show that, even though the main focus of our design was not on
high performance, our RTE is able to outperform or at least reach
Kalray’s OpenCL framework in two of the three benchmarks.
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